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Report Generated:
Prepared For:
Prepared By:

3 June 2015
Mr. Jack Smith
Steve Caparotta, PhD, Forensic Meteorologist

Incident Date:
Incident Location:

15 April 2015
Kenner, LA

Summary:
Mr. Smith reports receiving hail damage to the roof of his business, A+ Office
Supplies, located at #### Main Blvd. in Kenner, LA, on the afternoon of 15 April
2015. Mr. Smith filed a claim with his insurance company and the provider has
requested proof of hail in the area before proceeding with his claim.
Supporting data included in this report:
• NWS Doppler radar imagery from the radar located in Slidell, LA
• Official watch, warning, and local storm report (LSR) statements issued by
NWS New Orleans/Baton Rouge
• Social media reports

Note: Client and business name/location were changed to preserve confidentiality

WEATHER OVERVIEW
Archived surface weather analyses available from NOAA’s Weather Prediction Center show a stationary
front across southwest, central, and northern Louisiana on the morning of 15 April 2015. The front
would drift slowly eastward through the day.
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WEATHER OVERVIEW
A subsequent analysis valid at 4:00 PM that afternoon no longer showed a front, but instead had a
trough (dashed orange line) of low pressure moving eastward across southeast Louisiana. The change
from stationary front to a trough in the analysis is indicative of a lack of a temperature contrast on
either side of the boundary. The important point is that this boundary served as a focus for widespread
shower and t-storm development as it moved eastward through the day.
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WEATHER OVERVIEW
The forecast issued by NWS New Orleans/Baton Rouge at 3:20 AM on 15 April 2015 indicated an 80%
chance for showers and thunderstorms in Kenner, the incident location. A Flash Flood Watch was also in
effect through that evening.
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WEATHER OVERVIEW
Image shared by NWS New Orleans/Baton Rouge on Twitter at 4:32 AM Wednesday, 15 April 2015
indicating a Flash Flood Watch was in effect through 7:00 PM for most of southeast Louisiana, including
the city of Kenner.
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NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE WARNINGS
The National Weather Service issued a Severe Thunderstorm Warning at 4:24 PM, effective through 5:00
PM, for 3 parishes, including Jefferson Parish (and the city of Kenner). It warned of hail up to the size of
ping pong balls and damaging winds in excess of 60 mph.
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NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE WARNINGS
The first image below shows that the Severe T-Storm Warning polygon (in yellow) includes the city of
Kenner (circled). The second image is the same as the first with radar overlay at the time of warning
issuance (4:24 PM CDT).
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NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE WARNINGS
A Severe Weather Statement was issued at 4:34 PM to remove St. Charles Parish from the original
warning since the storm had moved out of that parish, but it was continued for Jefferson & Orleans
parishes. The statement indicated that quarter-sized hail and damaging winds were possible.
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NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE WARNINGS
An updated Severe Weather Statement was issued at 4:42 PM to continue the warning for Jefferson &
Orleans parishes. The statement indicated that hail “up to 2 inches or more” and damaging winds were
possible. At this point, hen egg size hail and damaging winds had been reported near the
Kenner/Metairie border, or about 2.5 miles from Armstrong International Airport in Kenner.
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RADAR ANALYSIS
Archived radar data from the nearest National Weather Service (NWS) Doppler radar located about 32
miles to the northeast in Slidell, LA, is shown below. The base reflectivity imagery indicates that the
strongest storms passed over the incident location between approximately 4:15 PM – 4:35 PM on 15
April 2015. The incident location is noted by the white marker on each image. The red polygon that first
appears on the second image shows the Severe Thunderstorm Warning that was issued by NWS New
Orleans/Baton Rouge at 4:24 PM, effective through 5:00 PM.

4:18 PM CDT

4:24 PM CDT

4:29 PM CDT

4:34 PM CDT
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RADAR ANALYSIS
Close-up view of the base reflectivity (traditional) radar image from 4:29 PM on 15 April 2015, showing
strong to severe storms extending from the incident location (white marker) northward over Lake
Pontchartrain.

4:29 PM CDT
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RADAR ANALYSIS
One way to assess hail potential in thunderstorms is the use of a radar product called vertically
integrated liquid (VIL). VIL is calculated by measuring the amount of energy reflected from the radar
beam back to the radar site. Since hail has a higher reflectivity than liquid rainfall, high VIL values are
often indicative of hail within a thunderstorm. The imagery below between approximately 4:15 PM –
4:35 PM shows that some of the highest VIL values passed over the incident location, supporting the
reports of hail in this area.

4:18 PM CDT

4:23 PM CDT

4:29 PM CDT

4:34 PM CDT
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RADAR ANALYSIS
Zoomed-in view of the radar VIL image from 4:23 PM on 15 April 2015, showing some of the highest
values passing over the incident site. The dark red shading represents a calculated VIL of 57.5 kg/m2, a
value that would typically be indicative of large hail.

4:23 PM CDT
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LOCAL STORM REPORTS (LSR)
Several reports of hail, ranging in size from pennies (0.75” diameter) to hen eggs (2” in diameter), were
received in St. James and St. John the Baptist parishes just west of Kenner between 3:25 PM – 3:50 PM.
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LOCAL STORM REPORTS (LSR)
The NWS relayed several reports of severe weather in Jefferson Parish between 4:26 PM – 4:42 PM.
Included in those was a report of golf ball sized hail in Kenner and Metairie by the Jefferson Parish
Sheriff’s Office (JPSO).
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LOCAL STORM REPORTS (LSR)
A somewhat delayed report of baseball sized hail falling in Kenner around 4:30 PM was relayed by the
National Weather Service a little after 6:00 PM. Photographic evidence of large hail, including up to the
size of baseballs, can be found in the next section of this report (Social Media Reports).
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SOCIAL MEDIA REPORTS

Link: https://twitter.com/carl_arredondo/status/588482328055414786?

Link: https://twitter.com/wx4keg/status/588467882083819520
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SOCIAL MEDIA REPORTS

Link: https://twitter.com/KteagueKaren/status/588459266639527936

Link: https://twitter.com/MatthewMalphurs/status/588456524403515393
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SOCIAL MEDIA REPORTS

Link: https://twitter.com/NWSNewOrleans/status/588459180442292225

Link: https://twitter.com/CunninghamNola/status/588460418185592832
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CONCLUSION
An exhaustive analysis of archived NWS Doppler radar imagery, NWS text products, social
media reports, and other relevant information indicates that large hail likely occurred in
Kenner, LA, on the afternoon of 15 April 2015.
A weak front/trough of low pressure moved slowly eastward through the day, producing
widespread shower and thunderstorm activity. There were several reports of hail in St. James
and St. John the Baptist parishes in the 3:00 PM – 4:00 PM window, with some reports
indicating the hail was as large as 1.75” to 2” in diameter.
Those storms translated eastward and continued to produce hail and damaging winds in the
metropolitan New Orleans area. The client reports that large hail hit his business between 4:00
PM and 5:00 PM, producing significant damage to the roof.
The National Weather Service first issued a Severe T-Storm Warning for the impacted area at
4:24 PM, indicating the potential for hail and damaging winds. Analysis of archived radar
imagery from shows strong support for the likelihood of large hail using the vertically
integrated liquid (VIL) product.
Additionally, several social media posts produced images of large hail that had fallen in Kenner
and farther to the east in Metairie. Using those pictures, the National Weather Service
estimated that some of the hail may have been as large as baseballs.
It is my expert opinion that the forensic analysis conducted within this report supports Mr.
Smith’s claim of large hail and resultant roof damage to his business in Kenner, LA, on
Wednesday, 15 April 2015.
Steve Caparotta
Certified Broadcast Meteorologist, Forensic Meteorologist
Cap Weather Consulting
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